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As We See It 
■ We students have been told so often what 
is wrong with Washington University that 
we have almost entirely lost sight of what 
is right with it. Let’s sum up some of our 
good points. We have one of the most beau¬ 
tiful campuses in the country. We have great 
scholars on our faculty at whose feet we 
should be proud to sit. We have a fine stu¬ 
dent body with a lot of ability. We have a 
basketball team (which won the Ozark A. 
A. U. tourney despite the fact that we didn’t 
support it), a yearbook, a newspaper, class 
and group organizations, all of which we 
should support and be proud of because 
the students who are in those activities are 
working hard and doing a good job of it, 
in spite of the immense difficulties they are 
facing because of the war. There is a man¬ 
power shortage not only in industry. There 
is also a manpower shortage in our univer¬ 
sity activities, and this doesn’t mean just 
“males.” 
Normally, there would be a dozen people 
doing their best to qualify for every job 
available in student activities. Now, there 
are vacancies and it is up to the rest of us 
to fill those vacancies and fill them well—we 
who are here enjoying the privileges of what 
a liberal education can do for us while others 
are out giving not only sweat and tears, but 
their blood and their very lives. We owe it 
to those people to make this University a 
living, vital, active team of which they will 
be proud to be a member on their return—- 
and we must keep it that way until they 
come back. It is our trust. We must not 
fail. 
Not only will we be keeping the faith with 
those who cannot now be with us, but we 
will also be doing ourselves a great service. 
To be the vital, interesting people we would 
all like to be and to insure our future suc¬ 
cess in life, we must take advantage of the 
opportunities we now have to work for 
worthwhile causes, to practice citizenship 
here on Washington university campus so 
that when we step out to face the world with 
only a sheepskin in our hands, we will be 
prepared to take our rightful place as useful 
worthy citizens of a great nation. 
America wasn’t built by lazy men or those 
who thought, “Let George do it.” America 
was built by men and women who said, “This 
is my country. I live, love, and work here. 
This is to be my children’s home. I want 
to have a part in the building of this Amer¬ 
ica. I have brains and ability to contribute. 
I want to do my share. Where do I begin?’1 
And where do we, the students of Wash¬ 
ington University, begin? We begin by back¬ 
ing our Student Senate to the limit. We be¬ 
gin by selecting the best possible representa¬ 
tives in our organizations to represent us in 
our own laboratory government. Labora¬ 
tory? Yes, because it is here that we make 
the experiments and the decisions that will 
fit us to be tomorrow’s citizens. Where do; 
we begin? We begin by attending Student 
Senate meetings and seeing for ourselves 
what our government and our representa¬ 
tives are doing. Senate meetings are open to 
everyone. Where do we begin? We begin 
by demanding that our representatives give 
us complete reports of happenings in Senate 
at our organization meetings. We begin by 
instructing our representatives how to vote 
on issues before the Student Senate. 
Where do we begin? We begin by going 
to Quad Show, the Beaux Arts Ball, the 
Dandelion Dance, the Junior Prom, the base¬ 
ball games, Thurtene Carnival, by joining the 
Campus Y, Student Life, Eliot, Hatchet, and 
other worthwhile organizations where out 
abilities and our talents can be nurtured and 
brought to light to make us better, more 
rounded men and women. We begin by keep¬ 
ing ourselves mentally, physically, and mor¬ 
ally fit. 
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Our March cover girl is Ellen 
Siegel, “Shirley” in COME AND 
GET IT, and a freshman in Art 
School. The owner of a large 
pair of brown eyes and a nice 
head of wavy black hair, Ellen 
looks like Hollywood but is 
strictly a. St. Louis product. She 
wants to go on the stage when 
she leaves Washington and has 
had experience with the Little 
Theatre and the Rooftop Com¬ 
pany. Ellen favors green olives, 
shrimp, Chopin, the Samba, and 
men with funny bones. Her 
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■ Any one looking through the plexiglass 
nose of “The SNAFU” as it cruised high 
above the water would have noticed a deep 
scowl on the face of Lt. Evans. Not that 
he couldn’t take a little riding from the boys, 
but Buzz Holiday was carrying things a bit 
too far over the interphone this morning. 
“Pilot to Bombardier . . .” 
Lt. Evans winced. “Lt. Holiday, there’s 
a war going on and you are cordially re¬ 
quested to use the telephone only when neces¬ 
sary—don’t forget, there are a lot of service¬ 
men who want to call home.” 
“Pilot to Bombardier,” Lt. Holiday con¬ 
tinued relentlessly, “three foot patch of 
sperm oil directly ahead. Prepare for at¬ 
tack.” 
“Hey, Buzz,” Lt. Evans was talking into 
his interphone, “it may interest you to know 
that your cockpit humor leaves me as cold 
as prop wash.” 
“Ah, ah, Evvy,” chided Holiday, “don’t be 
nasty with old Marse Holiday, or he’ll turn 
you over to the Humane Society, for blowing 
up defenseless whales.” 
Lt. Evans’ scowl deepened. Okay, so he 
had made a mistake the day before, nothing 
serious, just a mistake. They had been fly¬ 
ing along at 1200 feet when he noticed an 
object directly below. There didn’t seem to 
be any doubt about it—it was a sub, half 
submerged, and since there had been no subs 
briefed in these waters, it was, ipso facto, a 
U-boat. Thus, he had excitedly called into 
the interphone: 
“U-boat, directly below, crash diving!” 
“Okay,” Lt. Holiday had answered, “watcli 
that swirl while we come in on it.” 
Evans dropped his stick of bombs just 
where he wanted them and as “The SNAFU’ 
circled away, he watched the ocean illumi 
nate with the underwater explosion and then 
billow up in a white geyser. It was not until 
they had circled back and checked on the 
effect of their attack that the awful truth 
dawned upon Lt. Evans that the large chunks 
of whale meat floating on the surface con¬ 
stituted the residue of his “submarine.” It 
was not the first time this sort of thing had 
happened, for men on antisubmarine patrol 
had been misled before into mistaking a 
playful whale for an enemy submarine. But 
Lt. Buzz Holiday was not one to let the 
faux pas slip by, and ever since they had 
embarked on dawn patrol this morning, his 
badgering from the cockpit via the inter¬ 
phone system, was incessant. 
Evans sighted a small boat about two 
miles ahead. Although he heartily disliked 
re-opening communication with his erstwhile 
buddy in the cockpit, he picked up his inter¬ 
phone and announced: 
lighted—Sank Same 
By SELWYX HOTCHWER 
























“Bombardier to Pilot: Although I am sure 
this will elicit much hilarious repartee on 
your part concerning whales and sperm oil, 
it is my forlorn duty to inform you that 
there is what appears to be a seagoing craft 
about a mile and a half ahead.” 
“Hey, Petey,” Buzz said to his co-pilot, 
“Evvy’s sighted another whale. Get your 
harpoon ready.” 
As the plane dipped low and swung away 
from the ship, Lt. Evans scanned it closely. 
“All kidding aside, Buzz, did you notice 
anything strange about that ship?” 
“Sure,” came back Buzz’s voice, “it was 
spouting water from its nose.” 
Evans disregarded the flippancy. “Funni¬ 
est ship I ever saw—too big to be a fishing 
sloop, too small to be a freighter or a tanker. 
Let’s have another look.” 
Lt. Holiday obliged but nothing was ob¬ 
served to excite suspicion. The deck was 
deserted and the ship rolled easily with the 
pitch of the ocean. 
“All right if we go on with the mission 
now, Mqby Dick?” Buzz wanted to know. 
“You haven’t had your whale for today yet, 
you know.” 
All the way out, Evans thought about that 
ship, and each time Holiday interrupted his 
thoughts with a jibe or two concerning his 
whale hunting proclivity, Evans let him 
know that he was uneasy about the boat. 
The trip out was uneventful, but on the 
way back the navigator re-opened discussion 
about the vessel. 
“Navigator to Pilot. Just sighted Evvy’s 
mystery ship and there is something screwy 
about it, Buzz. I plotted the position of that 
ship on the way out and do you know that 
it hasn’t moved one inch since we left it 
last. Right in the same spot.” 
Lt. Holiday buzzed the ship twice, all eyes 
straining to notice any suspicious-looking 
signs. 
“Everything looks hoity-toit to me, gents, 
but we’ll note the position for the A-2 boys. 
Gas is low—we’d better get back.” 
Lt. Evans was disappointed. There was 
something about that ship . . . something 
he couldn’t put his finger on. A couple of 
gremlins, perched on Lt. Evans’ shoulder, 
were chanting in his ear: 
“Take another look, Evans, take another 
look.” 
“The SNAFU” was already well on its 
way back to the Field but the little gremlins 
were not to be denied. 
“Bombardier to Pilot . . .” 
“Yes, Moby?” 
“You owe me twelve bucks, don’t you, 
Buzz?” 
“Don’t exaggerate—it’s eleven-fifty.” 
“Okay, eleven-fifty. Tell you what I’ll do— 
if you go back and take one more look at 
that screwy ship I’ll remove you from the 
debtors’ list.” 
“You mean it’s worth eleven-fifty to you 
to take another look at said boat? Well, I 
don’t know if the gas supply can take it,” 
said Buzz as he made a 45 degree turn, “but 
I’m the kind of an opportunist who can’t pass 
up a deal like that.” 
The plane was flying at about 2000 feet. 
Lt. Evans asked whether Lt. Holiday would 
please manage this time to swoop down on 
the vessel out of the sun. Lt. Holiday said 
that for eleven-fifty he would be pleased to 
oblige and throw in a little cloud-cover to 
boot. Lt. Evans thanked Lt. Holiday. 
Far below, the ship looked like a tiny wood 
chip tossing on the water. Buzz maneuvered 
“The SNAFU” so that he was able to ap¬ 
proach the vessel from the sun. 
“All set, Evvy? Hope you get your eleven 
bucks worth.” 
“Eleven-fifty,” corrected Evans. 
The Bomber began to drop from the 
clouds, plummeting straight for the ship at 
an air speed of 350 miles per hour. Lt. 
Evans leaned forward, squinting his eyes in 
concentration; so did the gremlins. Some- 
(Continued on page 20) 
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Upper left—Nope, it’s not Ellington. This 
time the bunch in the “Y” lounge has settled 
back to hear Stravinsky’s “Firebird Suite,” 
brought for the occasion by Nancy Gruend- 
ler. Noontime, as shown here, or anytime at 
the “Y” lounge is usually pretty relaxing. 
Upper right—Thursday at four—and it’s the 
weekly “QX” dance, with hosts and host¬ 
esses, cokes at the long black bar, and free 
music. Friendly and extremely informal, 
they’re part of the program to promote the 
“Washingtonian” spirit. 
Lower left—Power of a doctor? Here the 
Freshmen Medics trounce Tau Kappa Epsilon 
32-25 in one of the intramural cage gabes. 
Led by John Palcheff the Medics won the 
tournament, the Tekes coming in second, 
losing the championship they had held. 
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Not much to write; most of the news 
S to tell them about it if ever I get home, 
discovered in the daily papers. Events 
Miss Lillian Bognar has been reelected as the 
and from there landed on the Normandy beach- 
treasurer. Three other young people will serve as 
does. When I left the States I went to England 
members of committees. 
- hP '--(ailed at Bethel Ev. Church, Garrison 
Ray Gremp, Dave Barnes, and Taylor 
Strubinger bouncing a safe down the steps 
of the Sigma Chi house . . . Ginny Townsend, 
Theta, planning her wedding to Bud Rott- 
man . . . Bill Taylor, Phi Delt, rescuing 
Edith Kirby, Tri Delt, from a mud puddle 
. . . B. J. Cox, Kappa, weekending with Bill 
Mullikan of Westminster . . . Don Siegel, 
SAM, pinning Retha Raben with Cal Liss’ 
pin. Cal had lost Don’s jewel the day be¬ 
fore . . . Bobbe Knodel, Pi Phi, sporting a 
hula skirt. 
Dental students designing and modeling 
distorted false teeth that give a Mortimer 
Snerd illusion . . . Emily Gallagher, Gamma 
Phi, having a whirl at the Stork Club with 
brother, Wes, USN ... Pi Lambs congratu¬ 
lating Marvin Boxer and Joy Franklin. 
They’re pinned . . . Jerry Heyne, “Swim¬ 
ming for pleasure” through the sorority meet 
and pulling six points for Delta Gamma . . . 
Jim Jackson, Phi Delt Campus King, caught 
by Helen Eisner, Pi Phi. They ivere pinned 
March 2. 
Theta pledges admiring George “Bull” 
Richardson, Beta’s hashful boy . . . Anne 
McCombs, Zeta, and Arnold Knippenberg 
twosoming at a recent Theta Xi dance . . . 
Don Williams and Bill Wiesz playing drums 
and piano at the Sigma Chi Sweetheart dance 
. . . Dick Cahill, SAE, maintaining his Kappa 
prestige by dating Jean Jordan . . . Virginia 
Henry, Phi Mu, seeing John Goodwin, Law 
School, and his looong bluuuuue converrrrrr- 
tible . . . Bob Covington, Beta, dating Bar¬ 
bara Pidgeon, Pi Phi . . . Audrey Ruester, 
Che Cl.. for w._ . the <k .on . j trt. 
we ought to be home by that time, with you and 
the dear ones whom we miss so much. Have had 
est can give one dollar. 
E.M.C., A.P.O. 228, c/o P.M., New York, N. Y. 
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are being recorded fast these days. Thought o| 
That may not he so nleasant. because I may nol 
Gamma Phi, deciding on Dave Galey, USN, 
and marrying him in Texas. 
A1 Portnoy, SAM, escorting pretty Sarita 
Harris . . . Frances Tinkey, Libby Kennedy, 
and Nancy Webb, Tri Delts, slaving over a 
hot Quad Show . . . Marilyn Horn, Phi Mu, 
currently careening over Marvin Marsh, 
chemical engineer from Mallinckrodt . . . 
Actives of Zeta Tau Alpha looking slightly 
chartreuse after smoking pipes filled with 
“Ladies’ Tobacco” at a Hillbilly party given 
by the pledges ... Jim Baker, Phi Delt, and 
Cliff Shrader playing hosts at a birthday 
dinner for Elsie Brimacomb, Tri Delt, com¬ 
plete with turkey, flowers, cake, and candles. 
Martha Berry, Pi Phi, choosing brides¬ 
maids as a remit of her trip to Texas be¬ 
tween semesters . . . Mary Meg el, Gamma 
Phi, Quad Shopping ivith Pete Mather, Theta 
Xi . . . Dave Barnes and Kathie Colburn, 
Sigma Chi and Kappa, agreeing to the pin¬ 
ning plunge if, after two months, they still 
feel the same way . . . I. W. A’s Gwen Har¬ 
rison, Eunice Listrom, and Juanita Siebert 
wearing diamonds . . . Evret Sloop getting 
in his Quad Shop hours regularly . . . Sig 
Alphs regaining the. Intramural trophy. 
Dorris Bachman, Alpha Chi, sitting for a 
portrait by a former staff artist of Made¬ 
moiselle ... Pi Lamb’s celebrating their 50th 
birthday at the Chase ... 11 Kappas showing 
up at the Phi Bete party . . . Zetas Miriam 
Lewis and Jimmy Findley, one engaged, the 
other married, laughing at the man shortage 
while chatting with six men in the women’s 
cafe. 
The Best of Corn ( 
By JOSEPH SMITH BIEBMAIV 
■ The “mourning” of registration I was 
standing in line, line, line, line, line. (The 
line was very long). I had nothing to do 
to pass the time away, so to make it easy 
on the time, I passed away. I looked about. 
There she stood. She must have been an 
egotist, for she was giving everyone the eye. 
I looked at her, and she looked at me. I was 
the first one to become unlooked. I went up 
like a boy full of bash and introduced my¬ 
self. I told her my name was Ben-Ben Dover. 
She did and I kicked her. She said that her 
name was Lois. I did not want to know her 
last name, only the one she was using at 
the time. I wasted no time in telling her 
how cute, smart, beautiful, and attractive she 
was, for she wasn’t. I don’t say that I work 
fast, but it took God seven days to make 
Eve, and I made this girl in five minutes. 
She said that she was breaking a date with 
some guy named Mac Millan to go out with 
me that evening. I told her I was very full 
of grate. 
I was supposed to call for her at 7:30. 
She was so late, I guess she thought that 
meant the thirtieth of July. I walked up to 
the house mother and asked her to call Lois, 
and she did—dirty names. The house mother 
told me to grab a seat. I did and she slapped 
my face. I sat down. I picked up a hagazine 
and started to read. The name of the maga¬ 
zine was Bazaar. It certainly was. Then 
suddenly a voice rang out. It must have been 
a southern belle. Finally Lois came down 
thru the stares. She came over and sat 
close to me, saying nothing. That was the 
only word that she knew. Her shape was 
of divine type . . . de clinging vine. She 
looked simply gorged. Then she started to 
talk. I decided to call her “bicycle wheel,” 
because she spoke so much. I wanted to 
know how she could shoot off her mouth so 
much, since her mind was a blank. I pinned 
her corsage on her. She had asked me to 
bring her a flower to suit her personality, 
so I just went up to the wall and picked one. 
She then went to the desk to sign out. If 
she isn’t in by the stroke of twelve, she gets 
all twelve strokes—with a whip. After sign¬ 
ing away her choice of orange or tomato 
juice in the morning and depositing two hun¬ 
dred dollars collateral, she and I left. 
I asked her where she wanted to go, but 
she couldn’t decide. I offered to let her use 
some brain cosmetics, so she could make up 
her mind. She said that she wanted to see 
a night club. After the policeman got tired 
of showing us his, she said that she wanted 
to go to a restaurant to eat. 
The waiter at the restaurant wasn’t too 
bright, but he was certainly lit up. She told 
him she wanted a chop and to make it lean. 
He asked which way. The orchestra was 
playing and people were dancing, so I asked 
her if she wanted to trip the light fantastic. 
The small queer looking waiter passing by 
her fell flat on his face. 
Then things began to pick up — other 
things. I took her up to my room and started 
to draw furiously so I could have some etch¬ 
ings. When I told her that I wanted to show 
her my etchings, she said ‘You poor boy’ 
and offered me a remedy for Athlete’s foot. 
I looked at the clock and then at her and 
then at the clock. The clock’s face was bet¬ 
ter looking. It was time to go. So we went. 
We got back to the dorm on time, or was 
it a bus? I had had a marvelousy evening. 
I kissed her goodnight. She wanted me to 
kiss her lips, but I would only kiss her good¬ 
night. I bent over to kiss her hand and thus 
we parted. Or at least the seat of my pants 
did. I knew they were too small when I put 
them on. 
Quad Club Revived 
■ Last September there was a considerable 
amount of discussion on the campus about 
reviving Quad Show, after a two year period 
of dormancy. The Student Senate, the fa¬ 
culty, the administration, and the students 
made plans, proposals, and counter-propo¬ 
sals. Harold Gilbert, being the most prolific 
talker on the campus, wrangled himself into 
the headache of inoculating some 200 stu¬ 
dents on the campus with the laughs, loves, 
joys, and sorrows of Quad Show. He pro¬ 
cured an office (filled with beautiful co-eds) 
a telephone, a file, and six pencils. Quad 
Show was launched. 
The women students on the campus have 
known for sometime about the man-power 
shortage; but when it came time to pick a 
cast, the shortage was even “shorter” than 
had been expected. Deedy Glaser and Betty 
Heideman took it upon themselves to “pro¬ 
mote” what men there were by canvassing 
the labs and fraternity houses, and strong- 
arming all stray males not present in those 
localities. About ten percent of the “pro¬ 
moted” males arrived at the chorus tryouts; 
so some more “promoters” were recruited, 
more males “promoted,” and finally a sing¬ 
ing chorus was obtained. If any man was 
missed he had a non-curable case of rigor 
mortis, was being drafted by the army or 
took his courses by correspondence. 
The dancing chorus had no man trouble 
because it is an all-girl chorus. However, the 
girls had everything from appendectomy to 
probation trouble. All these trials and tribu¬ 
lations have been either cut out or ironed 
out, so that everything is now ready for the 
big event. 
Upon Ann Perrine was wished the task of 
costuming the show during a period when 
costumes could scarcely be begged or stolen. 
Many were made, some were remade, and 
others were borrowed. In fact, if your sister 
cannot find her favorite dress, tell her not to 
worry. It will return, we hope. 
Probably no other man in St. Louis has 
had so much muslin, lumber, paint, and 
smashed-finger trouble, as Dick Hetlage. His 
grimy and paint-spattered stage crew now 
have the exhilarating feeling which comes 
only from a job well done or plenty of good 
weekends. 
With the completion of the show, Harold 
Gilbert, after a much-needed rest, can get 
back to his Spanish; Will Christopher can re¬ 
turn to his many female admirers; Betty 
Heideman can say “Hello” to a friend with¬ 
out getting the immediate response, “I 
bought a ticket,” and the cast can sleep at 
night without dreaming of loud voices bel¬ 
lowing : 
“Grade! Louder! Louder! LOUDER!” 
“Rastus! Rastus! Where the hell is that 
boy ?” 
“Horace, I said, ‘Grab her.’ Grab her! 
She won’t bite.” 
“Gordon, you’re in love with the girl. 
Smile at her. Put your arms around her. 
Sound like a lover, not an auctioneer.” 
The singing chorus now fills the hall with 
Will Christopher’s sweet refrains. The danc¬ 
ing chorus glides across the stage with ex¬ 
traordinary grace and precision. The cos¬ 
tumes are elegant; the scenery is stately and 
enduring. Come one, come all, the oppor¬ 
tunity of a lifetime awaits you. “COME 
AND GET IT.” 
/ ...... • 
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me and get it... 
■ Lad-eez and gents! Seeing is believing! 
Washington University presents the biggest 
and the best Quad Show in its history— 
“Come and Get It.” The play of the senses! 
Wine to tempt your thirst, women to feast 
your eyes upon, and songs to soothe and in¬ 
spire your weary brain. Hurry! Hurry! 
Step right up. Get your program here! 
Can’t tell the players from the audience with¬ 
out a program! Tell ya what we’re gonna 
do. Free fer nuthin we’ll give you a little 
inside dope on these characters. 
“Five foot two and eyes of blue” best 
describes Nancy Webb, Texas’ gift to Wash¬ 
ington U. and Quad Show. Some of you 
lucky people may have heard her sing in 
Gilbert and Sullivan operas or during her 
performances at Sheppard Field, Texas. 
Nancy portrays “Grade,” a sarcastic stage 
girl who is the girl friend of Ronnie, her 
“big brave hero!” 
You ask, “Who’s Ronnie?” He is none 
other than the “Crewcut Crooner” of Wash¬ 
ington University who will have the entire 
female enrollment swooning at his feet. Yes, 
you’ve guessed it — it’s Harry Nugent of 
Campus “Y” fame, enacting the part of a 
hard-boiled stage manager who just can’t 
bear to leave his “overworked chorines.” 
And on top of this, he is Aunt Prudence’s 
least favorite nephew. 
We’ll let you in on a little secret if you 
promise to keep it on the Q. T. The plot 
centers around Auntie Prudence’s estate 
which she is going to divide among her three 
nephews, Ronnie, Horace, and Gordon. Libby 
Kennedy is unbelievably changed from her 
beauteous self to a wealthy dowager who re¬ 
marks in clipped speech that “she doesn’t 
care to see any of her money squandered on 
cheap hoofers.” 
Prepare yourself for a shock! Jimmy 
Smylie, that easy-going guy and future min¬ 
ister, acts the role of a real toughie, who 
robs banks and commits a little arson on the 
side. You ain’t seen nuthin yet until you’ve 
heard his gangster talk and seen him and 
Shirley do the “Brooklynese Girl.” To Auntie 
Prudence, Horace is a kind and thoughtful 
boy, her favorite nephew. But—well, you’ll 
find out! Step lively, folks! Don’t shove. I 
can’t sell more than one program at a time. 
The best is yet to come! You see, Shirley 
or “Shoiley,” if you’re strictly from Flat- 
bush, is a flashy gal from the other side of 
the tracks. To Horace, she’s a gun moll, but 
to us campusites, she’s Ellen Seigel, a fresh¬ 
man in the School of Fine Arts. Once you’ve 
seen this sultry siren, you’ll never forget her. 
Yes, sir, “Shoiley’s” quite a “goil”! 
Gordon, in the person of Joe Doehring, is 
what you might call a “nice guy” in a smooth 
sort of way. He’s one of the “three” after 
Auntie Prudence’s money, be it by fair means 
or foul. This guy isn’t such a bad looker, 
either; a future matinee idol in our eyes. 
Ah, and now enters romance! Eleanor 
Earle, in the role of Helena, is the girl who 
is madly in love with Gordon. Do they get 
married? Wouldn’t you like to know! Just 
incidentally, she sings, and I do mean sings! 
Bill Glastris and Jock Rose, Dr. Lane and 
Lawyer Pitts respectfully, really have to be 
mentioned in the same breath, because every¬ 
thing they do in the play is in unison, even 
their talking. Their song and dance routine 
is plenty 0. K., and one of the funniest in 
this already colossal box-office hit. As 
Calipso said, “guaranteed to give you one 
real good fine time.” 
And, of course, no house or play is com¬ 
plete without the colored butler and his “You 
all’s” and “Yassuh’s.” George Nelson, as 
Rastas, completely fills the bill. Did you 
know that George, who makes his debut in 
this play, was actually discovered backstage 
while working on the stage crew? You’ll see 
him plenty in the future, believe me! 
Last chance for tickets! Step right up— 







And all the men and ivomen merely players: 
They have their exits and their entrances; 
And one man in his time plays many parts,” 
You never know when your part may be the 
important one, for everywhere the spotlight 
shines brighter. On Broadway, the theaters 
are packed; at Washington University, Quad 
Show makes its wartime debut; and in your 
own life, there are many highlights. Your 
important occasions are varied. They may 
take the form of a movie, a dinner date, 
dancing, or Quad Show; whatever the pro¬ 
gram, play your role well and know that you 
are dressed for your part. 
There is a little of the dramatic in each of 
us, and for very important events everyone 
likes to play up this dramatic vein. Color 
affords infinite possibilities for expressing 
your mood. A red dress!—especially on a 
brunette—what could be more dramatic? 
Black and white—always good and always 
effective in its contrast. Vivid accessories 
for a plain dress can give you that spectacu- 
by ANN PERRINE 
and 
ANNE KINSEY 
lar effect. Kelly green grosgrain ribbon com¬ 
bined with white straw make a hat and bag 
which will accentuate any black or white 
suit. Indeed, all hats are outstanding this 
year and fit especially well into the dramatic 
mood. This spring your dress has taken on 
the glitter and drama of the stage. One ex¬ 
ample is the Paula Brooks on the far i ight. 
Its straight black skirt is paired with a gay 
black and white plaid top. The low round 
neckline, new extended shoulders with band 
sleeves, and rhinestone buttons all lead up to 
the dramatic note, the changeable peplum. 
Wear it as a back bustle or a side bow as 
your fancy dictates and keep your escoit 
guessing with its changeable position. 
Snow White and Bambi raise the curtain 
on a different scene—one of fantasy and 
make-believe. “Variety is the spice of life 
and it’s fun to change to a mood like this 
occasionally. For these occasions Doris Dod¬ 
son has designed the dress second from the 
right as certain to fit this impulse, though 
there are numerous other combinations pos¬ 
sible for such an effect, for instance lilac and 
silver or a combination of blues. Hats go off 
the deep end—try something different, it’s 
fun! 
And when your heart is young and gay, 
your dress should express a mood of gaiety 
too. One designer has overcome the shortage 
of variety in fabrics by pairing crepe with 
eyelet pique for a front bow and sleeve trim. 
It comes in numerous bright colors which in 
themselves have a powerful psychological ef¬ 
fect. Complete your part with a saucy hat— 
perhaps of net, fitted over your braids and 
decked in front with one huge pink rose. 
But most of your stage settings are in a 
practical world; and, as such, your clothes 
are required to assume a multitude of roles. 
Suits, jumpers, and shirtwaist dresses will 
always be stand-bys because with simple 
variation they can go any place any time. 
(Continued on page 20) 
TTrnm lpft to rigfht these dresses are presented by. 
Carfve (Klines) Mary Muff et (Sonnenf elds) Paula 
grooks back view (Stix, Baer, & Fuller) Doris Dodson 
(St°x Baer & Fuller), and Paula Brooks front view. 
. 
Passed—and Perfect 
1. Weather the 
weather in a bright 
print scarf — water¬ 
proofed to keep the 
damp rain out and your 
dry curls in. Choose one 
in a gay pattern—red, 
blue, or brown predom¬ 
inating. You’ll find 
. • them on the first floor 
Sex.ou. pswy ^ Scruggs (next to the 
elevators) for one dollar. 
2. Nuts to you ! The Nut House, 705 Olive, 
has tins and cartons ready to send overseas. 
Fruit drops and molasses-coated candy, to¬ 
gether with countless assortments of nuts 
are available. Obtain a request and get a 
pound or three pound tin ready for shipment. 
Mixed nuts (with no peanuts!) $1.90; candy, 
$1.14 a tin. 
3. Dear to the hearts of Greeks—will be 
the earring crests carried at Balfour. They 
come in gold, are very petite, and are equally 
good with suits or date dresses. In case 
you’re looking for a gift, here’s a marvelous 
suggestion at only $1.75. 
4. It’s in the bag! and 
what a bag! This shoulder 
strap purse found at Boyds 
is ideal with tailored suits 
and is especially good for 
school use because it has 
plenty of room. Made of 
pigskin, it is long on wear 
as well as style and comes 
in various shades. The 
price is the best part, only 
$7.50. Pigskin gloves can 
also be purchased at Boyd’s 
for $5.00, and with both 
couldn’t be smarter. 
5. Your favorite yarn! It’s a story you 
haven’t heard much about since the war; 
you’ve probably classed it with nylons, 
girdles, and other wartime casualties; but 
now it can be found. Angora yarn is avail¬ 
able in red, white, and pastel shades of yel¬ 
low, pink, and blue in the needlework de¬ 
partment of Famous. Satisfy your longing 
for angora socks or mittens by buying your 
yarn now. $1.00 a ball. 
6. The Mexican theme is everywhere—so 
why not be right in style and have two or 
three Mexican scarves or “hair-hiders” (half 
circles tied under the hair) of gay Mexican 
prints. You can make them yourself of either 
wool or cotton fabrics which you can pur¬ 
chase by the yard in the young Mexican Shop 
on the 6th floor of Stix. These materials, 
with their unusual patterns and vivid colors, 
range in price from $4.00 to $8.00 a yard; 
however, only half a yard is necessary for 
two large scarves. 
7. Present Perfect— 
for the many wedding 
gifts you will be buying 
this June, is a set of 
initialed plastic napkin- 
holders found at Jac- 
card’s. Advantageous 
youno- from a]| angles, they are 
practical, light weight, 
and take up little packing space, which is at 
such a priority these days. And from the 
donor’s angle, they have the big advantage of 
varying in price—for $4.50 you can give a 
set of six (they are $.75 apiece) ; or $6.00 will 
make a larger gift of eight. You might even 
complete the set by including napkins. 
8. The very idea-—and you’ll think it’s a 
wonderful one, too! Clear plastic boxes to 
be used for small gifts. The life of the box 
doesn’t end with the giving; it makes a won¬ 
derful case for your stockings or handker¬ 
chiefs. The containers are 6" by 9" and one 
inch high. Colored linings in the bottom 
match colored satin ribbons which keep the 
tops on. They’re fun to look into and you’ll 
see the price with just as much pleasure; 





Rose’s are red 
Violet’s are blue 
Lilly’s are white 
I saw them on the clothes line. 
ROMANCE 
She started to speak, my captured heart 
warmed, 
For her voice was like thrushes that chirp. 
So I breathlessly waited as her ruby lips 
formed— 
A good, healthy, old-fashioned burp. 
<#> 
TWO’S A CROWD 
Before I heard the doctors tell 
The dangers of a kiss, 
I had considered kissing you 
The nearest thing to bliss. 
Now I know Biology 
And sit and sigh, and moan, 
Six million mad bacteria 
And I thought we were alone. 
♦ 
The lovely, lovely lady 
Who sells real estate in town 
Just called and said, “It’s Sadie, 
Jack. I wish you’d come right down; 
I’ve got a lot to show you.” 
“That’s great,” I cried in glee. 
“Because for years I’ve known you 
Had a lot I’d like to see.” 
♦ 
Soph—Come on, take a bath and get cleaned 
up; I’ll get you a date. 
Frosh (cautiously)—Yeah, and then suppose 
you don’t get me the date? 
<#> 
Our fathers brought forth a nation dedi¬ 
cated to the proposition. 
Regal Tics 
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The Clinch 
By KATHLEEN MARSHALL 
Illustrated by LISETTE 
■ Tenderly he placed one arm about her 
shoulders and drew her towards him. She 
looked trustingly upward at him as he raised 
her chin with his hand. As he lowered his 
mouth to hers, he let his eye rove over to the 
wings. Now, he thought, as Al, mongrel¬ 
eyed stage hand, placed strong hands on the 
curtain rope. 
Al was really a good guy, he thought, as 
his lips touched hers. Always on time, never 
had missed a cue yet. Friendly, too, always 
managing to have a pack of some decent sort 
of cigarettes on hand. Must get to know Al 
better. Wonder where he gets those ciga¬ 
rettes ? 
Al watched them with a critical eye. Just 
as their lips met, he started a steady pull on 
the ropes. This was it—the dramatic end¬ 
ing of the second act. As soon as it was over, 
he could sneak out back for a short one. 
There wasn’t any change of scenery between 
second and third acts. 
As he tugged on the rope, the curtain slid 
forward a few inches, then stopped. Al 
jerked the cord, jerked it again. No luck! 
Damn thing was stuck somewhere. Looking 
up into the gloomy wings, he could see noth¬ 
ing to stop the rope. He tugged on the cord 
again. 
On the other side of the stage, Mr. Gild- 
man, the director, watched the couple go 
through the first motion of their parts, then 
turned his eye to the curtain. It was a good 
curtain and made a nice swing as it came 
together. Ah, there, it’d started, now to step 
down front and see if he could see Opal be¬ 
tween acts. Sweet kid, Opal. He hoped she’d 
used the ticket he’d given her when he’d met 
her last night. Opal wasn’t like some others. 
He’d have to sort of impress her before she’d 
—What the—that curtain wasn’t closed yet! 
Stepping to where he hoped the stage hand 
could see him, he signaled frantically, pull¬ 
ing invisible ropes with his hands. Why 
didn’t the thing close? 
Up in the upper balcony two Sinatra - 
Ladd - Johnson - I - don’t - know - what - 
his - name - is - but - he - sure - is - cute - 
fans got starry-eyed and pursed their lips as 
they “became” the heroine. “Isn’t this mar¬ 
velous?” murmured one as she sighed and 
prepared to dream through the intermission. 
Her companion, realizing she was attending 
the “Thiter,” sat up straight in her seat and 
with fine cynicism said, “I think that sort of 
love is so juvenile, don’t you? I mean, well, 
after all.” Her cynicism had not reached the 
point where she could mention sex with im¬ 
punity. “Oh, look, Loraine! The curtain’s 
stuck or something. Golly, I wonder what 
they’ll do now.” Her gum cracked in morbid 
anticipation. 
On stage, Our Hero John held the peak of 
the clinch and waited for the curtain to 
swing across. The Ingenue, whom he was 
holding, looked boredly up at him from the 
eye that the audience could not see. Fer¬ 
vently he wished she would not eat garlic be¬ 
fore coming on stage. No use to tell her, 
though, she might decide it was her “trade¬ 
mark” and never give it up. 
This is getting a little long, he thought, 
and risked another flicker of his eye toward 
the wings. What in hell was Al doing? Why 
didn’t that curtain come across ? He watched 
Al tug and jerk at it again, then make mo¬ 
tions of desperation at someone in the other 
wings. After four weeks of solid running, 
you’d think they’d be able to get a curtain 
across. 
The four weeks of solid running were on 
Mr. Gildman’s mind now as he slipped be¬ 
hind the scenery at the back to get to Al’s 
side of the stage. Four weeks without a 
hitch, four weeks of an almost-filled house, 
and this had to happen! The litter behind 
the scenery impeded him, and he almost had 
to crawl to keep from stumbling. Dammit, 
Dammit, Dammit, why didn’t somebody clean 
up this place? 
Opal, in an orchestra seat, touched her 
blonded-in-bottle hair and looked apprecia¬ 
tively at the audience. This director must 
really be somebody to have such a nice place. 
16 
And it was a good play, too. Not like the 
movies. Quiet but nice. Although it did 
seem sort of funny to see real people up 
there. Embarrassing, sort of. Not that she 
hadn’t been around—why, by the time a girl 
was sixteen, she’d seen quite a lot, especially 
if she could pass for nineteen, as Opal could. 
The Ingenue was getting warm. Must he 
clutch me so desperately? she wondered. 
Then, remembering that this was a tender 
scene, tried to make herself look tender. 
Where is that curtain? As a few seconds 
drooped by she decided to adlib a little and 
moved her hand up on his shoulder, then 
stopped. It might look forced. Oh God, she 
thought, something awful must have hap¬ 
pened, people are starting to laugh. Could it 
be her? Was her slip showing? She had 
visions of her whole slip sliding down around 
her ankles, right there on the stage. 
Jaw muscles beginning to ache from the 
strain of holding the same position so long, 
“John” was really beginning to get worried. 
Should he crack wise? Break up this clinch 
and make a joke of the whole thing? Of 
course if he did the blasted curtain would 
probably decide to work just as he started 
something. Well, he thought— 
Up in the balcony, Bobby Sox began to 
feel embarrassed for those poor people down 
there on the stage. “Just think how awful 
you’d feel if something like that—” 
“With him, I wouldn’t mind.” The adult- 
minded one looked around to see how other 
people were taking it. Most of the people in 
the balcony seemed to be coughing or titter¬ 
ing, and a few were staring in fascination 
at the pair on the stage. 
Opal tugged at her gloves as the clinch 
dragged on. Jeepers, didn’t they have any 
Hay’s office at this place? Say, this Gildman 
must be quite a character to direct something 
like this. Oh well, she’d known lots of char¬ 
acters— 
Mr. Gildman narrowly missed hitting the 
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THE CLINCH 
(Continued from page 17) 
backdrop as he went around the corner. 
There was A1 now, pulling the rope out to the 
side, trying to give it slack and then take it 
in again. If that man wasn’t careful, he’d 
break the rope, and then there’d be hell to 
pay. 
The Ingenue looked at “John” question- 
ingly out of the eye that the audience could 






Black lace at your waist, and the curvaceous 
enchantment of soft bodice fullness! Brief capelet sleeves, 
and the sparkle of rhinestone buttons. It’s Dorsa 
u’itchery . . . a Cohma Mastercraft Spring print, in 
pink, aqua or tight blue. Juniors, <J to iy. 
The director reached Al. “What’s the mat¬ 
ter?” he whispered frantically. “Why don’t 
you get a ladder and see if you can’t do some¬ 
thing about it?” 
Al tugged on the rope and it started across 
the stage, pulling the curtain with it. 
Opal let the breath she had been uncon¬ 
sciously holding blow out of her mouth. Silly 
thing anyway. Bet they did that just to get j 
people excited. She touched one earring to 
make sure it was on straight. 
On stage, Our Hero caught sight of the 
curtain moving again and closed his eyes in 
relief. Damn it, he thought, now I can get 
rid of garlic-puss here. His neck was be¬ 
ginning to get a kink in it from bending 
that way. 
“There it goes,” sighed Loraine, “Golly, 
that must be marvelous — just think, HE 
kisses her like that every night.” Her com¬ 
panion uncurled her foot from underneath 
her and pulled her coat up over her shoul¬ 
ders. “Well, I’m glad they got the thing 
closed; that was beginning to look a little 
stupid, I think.” 
Mr. Gildman remembered the employment 
situation and refrained from asking Al why 
the curtain had not behaved this way in the 
first place. Instead, he grinned in what he 
hoped was comraderie, and putting his hands 
on the rope above and below Al’s, nodded 
that he would see that it got across this 
time. Al made sure he had it, and slipped 
back to curse his luck to the guy operating 
the floodlight switchboard. 
The Ingenue realized what had happened 
and set herself to wait until the last square 
inch was across. 
Mr. Gildman pulled in a few feet of rope, 
and reached for some more. The rope stuck. 
He jerked the thing. No go. “Al! the thing’s 
stuck again.” Anger made his voice sound 
as if he were ready to cry. Al looked up, 
deliberately put his hands in his pockets, spit 
between his teeth, turned to the floodlight 
panel, removed his hands from his pockets, 
said one very distinct “Damn it to Hell!” and 





He—“Aren’t the walls unusually perpendicu¬ 
lar this evening?” 
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On Your Way-- 
■ While valiantly trying to swallow a sand¬ 
wich in the cafe the other day I overheard 
some students mentioning french fried 
shrimp and extending my ear a little found 
out that THE TROPICAL BAR on De Bali- 
viere serve the best shrimp in town—along 
with other things. Of course EDMONDS, 
3185 Gravois, is noted for its fish too. If 
any of you have a passion for turtle soup, 
ugh, try SCHUMACKER’S, 418 Market. For 
some more strange food I can recommend 
SALA’S, 1933 S. Kingshighway, for Italian 
dishes, and SCHOBER’S, Lindbergh Boule¬ 
vard for German cuisine, especially apple 
strudel. If a few more pounds are needed 
you can get them at AMY MEYER’S, 4219 
S. Kingshighway, where the largest and the 
best sundaes are served—-banana splits in¬ 
cluded. If course the med. students claim 
that the best food in town is found at CHAR¬ 
LIE’S, 4573 Laclede—or did they say food? 
For the intelligentsia I wish to report that 
March ends the season for the St. Louis 
Symphony Orchestra. Its place will be taken 
at the Kiel Auditorium by the following 
operas: 
April 12-—-“Aida;” April 13—“Cavalleria 
Rusticana” and “I PagliacciApril 14 
(Matinee)—“Barber of Seville;” April 14 
(Evening)—“II Trovatore;” April 15 (Mati¬ 
nee)—“La Boheme;” April 15 (Evening) — 
“Rigoletto.” For correct Italian spelling see 
Dr. Dieckmann. 
The art students probably will be inter¬ 
ested to note that 20th century French paint¬ 
ings will still be shown through April 16 at 
the Art Museum. Also there April 6-30 the 
St. Louis International Photographic Salon 
will be held. April 7-30 the art work of the 
county and city public schools will be shown, 
but if their work is anything like mine was 
then, see it at your own risk. 
More down my line is the AMERICAN 
THEATRE, 619 Market, which will have 
“Blithe Spirit” March 25-31 with Mona 
Barrie and Reginald Denny. There are ten¬ 
tative plans for “Rosalinda” the week of 
April 8, and “One Touch of Venus” starting 
April 29. “Jacobosky and the Colonel” will 
be there the week of April 16. The ST. 
LOUIS COMMUNITY PLAY HOUSE, 812 
Union, will have April 20, 23-28 “But Not 
Good-Bye” a comedy by George Seaton. 
Big news of the month is “The Key Room” 
which has recently opened at the FAIR¬ 
MONT HOTEL, 4907 Maryland. The only 
hitch is that the door is locked to those un¬ 
lucky people without a key. If you know 
where to get one, let me know. 
Betty Knoke 
c AMPUS CHIC . . by the yard! 
See our extensive selection of 
Quality Fabrics . . . 100% 
Woolens . . De Luxe Rayons 
and Exclusive Rayon Prints for 
clasi-room ^nd date wear. 
FABRIC SPECIALISTS 
, for 50 years 
^ 315 N. 10th St. (1) 
{ 
The Leading 
Art Supply House 
of the Southwest 
X X 
CAMERAS and SUPPLIES 
BADER’S 
1112 LOCUST ST. ST. LOUIS, MO. 
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ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE 
(Continued from page 13) 
Therefore, the Carlye sketched by Rodg finds 
a place as a wonderful example of a versatile 
dress. The brilliant accents of red on the 
buttonholes and at the waist give to this 
black and white silk print an aliveness and 
sparkle. This freshness coupled with versa¬ 
tility is sure to steal the show in any situa¬ 
tion. 
The stage is broad, the parts numerous, 
and nothing more openly conveys your per¬ 
sonality than the clothes you wear. You’ll 
want to vary your role, and you’ll have the 
most fun and greatest success when you’re 
not afraid to be an individualist. Mother’s 
advice and time-worn tradition have been an 
easy path to follow, but you’ll be surprised 
what an exuberant feeling a little originality 
can give. If you think you can’t wear a high 
hat, choose one with a small brim, set it 
back on your head, pull your hair back and 
see what a difference it makes—you may be 
surprised! Almost any style can be adapted 
to you if well thought out—So enjoy your 
stage; it’s made for you; be ready for your 
curtain calls! 
V. J' t50 
Service ... 
At Krisman-Frey, we believe there can 
be no service worthy of the name with¬ 
out every effort to render complete satis¬ 
faction. Thus, our interest extends far 
beyond the actual sale. 
KRISMAN-FREY QUALITY COSTS NO MORE 
Illustrated: Three fine diamonds mounted in an 
unusually beautiful ring of H-kt. white gold 
(IJf-kt. yellow gold if preferred), $50. Federal 
tax included. 
•PEN UNTIL » P. M. MONDAY 
WHALE SIGHTED—SANK SAME 
(Continued from page 5) 
thing about that ship—something about that 
ship. Suddenly, Lt. Evans gasped in aston¬ 
ishment. Instinctively, without thinking, he 
snapped the switch, throwing open the bomb- f 
bay doors, for there, right before his eyes, 
was the bow of a U-boat in the process of 
surfacing. 
“It’s a U-boat tender!”' shouted the Navi¬ 
gator into his interphone. 
They had almost completed their run. 
Men were running excitedly along the deckr 
of the ship. Lt. Evans set his jaw, put his 
finger on the depth bomb switch, and peered 
intently into his low-level bomb sight. 
“Get your whale, Evvy boy,” Buzz said, 
“get your whale.” 
As “The SNAFU” roared over the sub 
which was now about half surfaced, Lt. 
Evans released his stick of four depth bombs 
which dropped diagonally across the U-boat, 
about forty feet apart. Two of the bombs 
straddled the U-boat, another scored a direct 
hit on the conning tower, and as the water 
shot high into the air from the force of the 
explosions, there was no doubt that this was 
a “kill.” 
A huge oil slick covered the surface of the 
ocean where the rendezvous with the sub¬ 
tender was to have taken place, and the U- 
boat itself bounced crazily on the surface, 
its back broken in two from the force of I 
“The SNAFU’s” eggs. The Naval Command 
was radioed and informed of the position of I 
the enemy sub-tender. 
“Pilot to Bombardier . . .” 
Lt. Evans snapped shut the bomb-bay 
doors and smiled at his interphone. 
“Yes, sir,” he said. 
“I never can remember—is it ‘Evans’ or 
‘Evens’,” Lt. Holiday wanted to know. “I’m 
making out a check for eleven dollars and 
fifty cents.” 
“And what foreign language is that half¬ 




“All aboard,” called the conductor from 
the front of the car. 
“Just a minute,” cried a feminine voice. 
“Wait until I get my clothes on.” 
The car was all attention. A negro woman 
with a bundle of laundry walked down the 
aisle. West Pointer 11847. 
01 
20 
if you aren’t already a devout Carlye 
fan it can only be because you haven’t 
' 01 triad a Carl ye on! Cur smart younq 
‘I’m ‘ 
and customers positively melt with rapture 
over the originality, the naive sophistication, 
the glove-like fit of our new spring-summer 
,f 
collection, from which we’ve sketched the dickey 
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Come on Chesterfield 
were changing to Ye*, i* a lasting friendship ... well-earned 
xy «/>/// Siiif/jf by Chesterfield’s three top qualities... 
J MILDNESS * BETTER TASTE I ★  
COOLER SMOKING 
And when your G. I. Joe steps out of khaki into a 
blue pin-stripe and he’s home for keeps, you’ll again 
enjoy Chesterfields together and agree that nothing 
measures up to their... 
RIGHT COMBINATION * WORLD’S BEST TOBACCOS 
Copyright 1945, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 
